
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

DEFENSE STRATEGY AT THE PLEADING STAGE FAILS IN NOVEL CLASS ACTION 
CONCERNING LACK OF PREGNANCY AND LACTATION ACCOMMODATION FOR 

FEMALE BUS DRIVERS 
 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, JULY 2, 2019 — Judge Winifred Smith overruled a demurrer filed by              
Alameda Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) based on purported misjoinder and denied             
its motion to strike Plaintiffs' Nikki McNaulty, Jada Edwards, Javonne Knight, and Christy             
Pullum’s allegations and experiences of miscarriages, exposure to toxic fumes, forced unpaid            
leaves, and lack of accommodations for lactation in a class action lawsuit filed by Medina               
Orthwein LLP initially on December 30, 2019. 
 
The case is McNaulty v. Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District, Case No. RG1893396 in the              
Superior Court of Alameda County.  
 
Since the initial filing with first plaintiff Nikki McNaulty, three other plaintiffs and class              
representatives have come forward with their own, common stories of rampant gender, and             
pregnancy and lactation accommodation discrimination at AC Transit. 
 
AC Transit is an Oakland-based public transit agency serving 13 cities and nine adjacent              
unincorporated areas in the broader East Bay of the San Francisco Bay Area. It is the largest                 
bus-only system in the nation and operates at the direction of an elected seven-member board               
that establishes policy and sets the direction of management.  
 
Most recently, in its first responsive pleading, AC Transit alleged that plaintiffs and class              
representatives Nikki McNaulty, Jada Edwards, Javonne Knight, and Christy Pullum were           
misjoined in the same lawsuit despite the fact that all the women were subjected to the same                 
discriminatory policies and practices. 
 
In her order, Judge Smith stated that, “As a matter of pleading, the class claims regarding the                 
AC Transit policies regarding disability accommodation and lactation accommodation are          
properly joined with the claims of McNaulty and Knight. Those claims concern AC Transit              
policies and do arise out of the same allegedly unlawful policy.”  
 
AC Transit's Motion to Strike was also denied with Judge Smith citing the relevance of facts                
outside the immediate statute of limitations in determining liability, continuing violations, and            
pattern and practice. 
 
"These were really shot in the dark motions on AC Transit's part at the pleading stage in the                  
litigation." Said Felicia Medina, Founding Partner - Medina Orthwein LLP. "But now the matter              
can proceed to discovery and class certification issues." 
 



"I am very much relieved that AC Transit was not able to erase or strike from our complaint our                   
traumatizing experiences that we endured as child bearing age working mothers," said Nikki             
McNaulty. "It would have been very discouraging and heart breaking if AC Transit was              
successful in legally editing our truth and in making us separately file our complaints as if this                 
was an unusual blunder. This is definitely a positive step for my co-plaintiffs and class               
representatives because we are finally being heard!" 
 
“We promised our clients their stories would be heard and this order solidifies that defense bar                
delay tactics will not prevent us from doing so,” said Kevin Love Hubbard, Senior Associate.  
 
Current and former AC Transit employees who have been denied pregnancy and/or lactation             
accommodations, were forced on leave, or who have information on this issue, are encouraged              
to contact Medina Orthwein LLP at 510-823-2040 or email admin@medinaorthwein.com. 
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Medina Orthwein LLP is a queer-owned plaintiff-side employment and civil rights law firm             
located in Oakland, California. The firm ensures that the voices and rights of those most               
impacted by inequity are heard and can fight power with power. Using an intersectional              
approach to practice, Medina Orthwein LLP effectively leverages its extensive trial, litigation,            
and negotiations expertise to enforce and expand protections for people most impacted by bias              
and discrimination. The firm specializes in individual and class action employment and civil             
rights disputes and has vindicated the rights of thousands of clients with discrimination,             
whistleblower, sexual harassment and wage and hour cases in a variety of industries, including              
technology, biotech, pharmaceutical, health care, government contractors, and the legal field.  
 
For more information, visit www.medinaorthwein.com or call (510) 823-2040.  For the 
latest Medina Orthwein news, visit our newsroom at 
http://medinaorthwein.com/currentcasespressrelease   
 
Blooms Communications is managed by Freddie Francis, who brainstorms the big picture,            
organizes the nitty-gritty, and increases the scope and impact of mission-driven legal, non-profit,             
and arts work by leveraging media and press. For more information about Blooms             
Communications, please visit www.bloomscommunications.com. 
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